Umar Kremlev was born on November 1, 1982 in Russia, Moscow region, Serpukhov city.

Umar was fond of boxing since he was a child. He trained in the boxing gym Olimp under the coaching of Alexei Galeyev, along with future famous Russian boxers Fedor and Dmitry Chudinov.

He graduated from the Moscow State Academy of Communal Services and Construction.

From February 1, 2017 Kremlev became a member of the executive committee of Russian Boxing Federation. He was nominated the Secretary General of the Russian Boxing Federation.

Umar was the initiator of establishment of the Boxing Day in Russia. He has participated in the organization of the largest world boxing events.

Kremlev initiated first Global Boxing Forum, which was held February 1-4, 2018 in Sochi. This unique event brought together representatives of more than 130 countries, heads of all leading organizations, as well as leading athletes from around the world, Olympic champions, world champions and boxing officials.

Kremlev was awarded the Cross of the International Order of St. George Glory, the Certificate of Honour of the President of the Russian Federation, the medal “25 years to the Security Service of the President of the Russian Federation”. He was awarded the Gratitude of the President of the Russian Federation for his many years of diligent work and public activity.

**Activities as Secretary General of the Russian Boxing Federation**

Boxing development embraced all 85 regions of Russia from seven active before. Almost all of the regions the Secretary General has visited with working trips, discussed the development with regional authorities. Kremlev personally inspected a number of boxing schools and allocated a grant of 350,000 roubles for boxing equipment. Also, each regional boxing federation was sent sports equipment worth 1 million roubles.

The website of the Russian Boxing Federation has been completely updated; active work is underway to attract new boxing fans through social networks. As to promotion in the media, the Russian Boxing Federation leads in popularity among sports federations. Boxing news is regularly published on all federal media resources and on television. The growth in website traffic and social networks is increasing with each passing month; livestreams from boxing tournaments are gaining 100,000 views each at the average.

Important control bodies have appeared in the structure of the Federation. A Coaching Council, a Council of Champions, a Scientific Expert Council, and a Council of Veterans of Boxing were created. The Disciplinary Commission, the Doping Control Commission, the All-Russian Panel of Judges began their work. On a regular basis, seminars are held for coaches, referee and judges, serious work is being done to prevent judicial violations and to improve the quality of refereeing. Russia has become a centre for training international judges. Seminars of leading boxing organizations in Russia have already been held.
The coaching staff of national teams has been completely renewed, experienced experts have been invited, including cutmen, psychologists, nutritionists, videographers. The selection system for national teams has also been renewed - now the strongest boxers in their weight classes get into the teams. An experimental team under 22 years old was created. National teams are equipped in the best possible way. The bonus fund was created for the winners and prize-winners of all-Russian competitions; the boxers received their rewards.

The new regulations for the All-Russian competitions were created and approved, which made them more spectacular and bright and attracted hundreds of thousands of new fans. At the expense of the Russian Boxing Federation, live broadcasts of the top tournaments in Olympic boxing are held.

The AIBA-2017 Executive Board meeting was moved to Moscow, where Russia won the right to host the 2019 AIBA World Championship in Sochi, as well as the AIBA Congress 2018 in Moscow.

The first Boxing Progress Centre began its work in Moscow; such centres will be opened throughout the country.